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Abstract  

The influence of the macro-RAFT agent architecture on the morphology of the self-assemblies 

obtained by aqueous RAFT dispersion polymerization in PISA is studied by comparing 

amphiphilic AB diblock, (AB)2 triblock and triarm-star shaped (AB)3 copolymers, constituted 

of N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMAc = A) and diacetone acrylamide (DAAm = B). Symmetrical 

triarm (AB)3 could be synthesized for the first time in a PISA process. Spheres and higher order 

morphologies, such as worms or vesicles, could be obtained for all types of architectures and 

the parameters that determine their formation have been studied. In particular, we found that 

the total DPn of the PDMAc and the PDAAm segments, i.e. same overall molar mass, at the 

same Mn(PDMAc) / Mn(PDAAm) ratio, rather than the individual length of the arms determined 
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the morphologies for the linear (AB)2 and star shaped (AB)3 copolymers obtained by using the 

bi- and trifunctional macro-RAFT agents. 

FIGURE FOR TOC  

 

 

Text for TOC  

Self-assemblies of linear AB diblock, (AB)2 triblock and (AB)3 triarm star shaped 

copolymers are prepared by PISA via aqueous RAFT dispersion polymerization. The 

influence of the macro-CTA architecture on the nano-objects morphology is highlighted. 

1. Introduction 

Over the past decade Polymerization-Induced Self-Assembly (PISA) in aqueous dispersed 

media has been largely developed.[1,2] PISA generally involves the use of controlled/living 

polymerization techniques, in particular reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer 

(RAFT) polymerization,[3] which is nowadays recognized as the most powerful and versatile 

polymerization technique for PISA.[4-6] In addition, first examples using "non-living" radical 

polymerization[7] or ring-opening metathesis polymerization[8] have also been reported in PISA. 

In RAFT-mediated PISA a hydrophilic macromolecular chain transfer agent (macro-CTA) is 
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typically chain extended with a second, less soluble monomer under heterogeneous 

polymerization conditions to form an amphiphilic diblock copolymer that self-assembles in the 

course of the polymerization. The heterogeneous process is either an emulsion 

polymerization, where the liquid monomer and the resulting polymer are both insoluble 

in the solvent, or a dispersion polymerization, where the monomer is dissolved/miscible 

in the solvent, but the polymer is not. PISA is not only considered as an efficient and reliable 

strategy to produce amphiphilic diblock copolymers but also to prepare nano-objects with 

controllable morphologies including spheres, worms or vesicles in high yields and at high solid 

contents (typically 10-40 wt%).[9,10] It is nowadays well established that numerous parameters, 

mainly the monomer concentration, the chemical nature and the respective length of the blocks 

have an impact on the nano-object morphology.[1,9-16] Another important parameter that has 

been less considered in PISA so far, is the macromolecular architecture.[17] Indeed, it has 

previously been observed for amphiphilic block copolymers synthesized in solution that the 

macromolecular architecture (e.g., AB versus symmetrical (AB)2 block copolymers possessing 

the same overall number-average molar mass, Mn, and the same A/B ratio) had an impact on 

the size and the aggregation number of the resulting micelles prepared by direct dissolution of 

the copolymer in water.[18] Hitherto, PISA derived assemblies are mainly based on simple 

diblock copolymers and only very few examples based on more complex architectures have 

been reported.[19-22] In pure water, in particular, there are only a handful of reports beyond 

diblock copolymers, most of them based on linear block copolymers (triblock[23-30] or multi-

block[26,31]) and to the best of our knowledge there is only one example based on a more complex 

Y-shape architecture (AB2). This latter structure was formed via RAFT dispersion 

polymerization of diacetone acrylamide (DAAm) in water using a ω-bifunctional poly(ethylene 

glycol) (PEG) macro-CTA.[32] The authors compared the morphologies obtained with those 

from a monofunctional macro-RAFT agent, yielding conventional PEG-b-PDAAm diblock 
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copolymers, and demonstrated that the Y-shaped copolymer, PEG-b-(PDAAm)2, promotes the 

production of nano-objects with high-order morphologies through the formation of bulky 

hydrophobic segments. Moreover, other groups have also shown that the topology of the macro-

RAFT agent (linear vs. graft) has an impact on the resulting particle morphology (and that 

pendant graft structures are favorable to the formation of higher order morphologies).[15,33] 

These examples clearly highlight the importance of the macromolecular architecture but the 

number of available studies, especially in pure water, are too limited for the elucidation of 

generic design rules. There is thus a need to perform deeper investigations in order to better 

understand the influence of the macromolecular architecture on morphologies obtained by 

PISA. Possible reasons for this lack in architectural diversity in PISA might be the more 

laborious synthesis of multi-functional RAFT agents[34-39] and the difficulty in obtaining good 

polymerization control.[40,41]  

In this communication, we study the influence of the macro-CTA architecture on the 

morphology of the self-assemblies obtained by aqueous RAFT dispersion polymerization in 

PISA, and compare amphiphilic diblock (AB) and triblock (AB)2 with triarm, star shaped 

copolymers (AB)3. While amphiphilic AB and (AB)2 copolymers have already been prepared 

by PISA in water,[23-31] analogous triarm star copolymer (AB)3 have not been reported, to the 

best of our knowledge. Poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) (PDMAc) and PDAAm were selected 

as the hydrophilic (A) and hydrophobic (B) blocks, respectively. PDMAc-b-PDAAm diblock 

copolymers have already been extensively studied in PISA and it has been shown that a large 

variety of morphologies is accessible via aqueous dispersion polymerization. For this system, 

quite complete phase diagrams have been established,[13,42-45] but all of them for AB diblock 

copolymers only. Firstly, we described the synthesis of mono-, bi- and trifunctional CTAs 

primarily used to control the polymerization of N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMAc). The 

resulting macro-CTAs were then chain-extended in the aqueous dispersion polymerization of 
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DAAm, and the morphologies of the nano-objects obtained from the self-assembly of the linear 

PDMAc-b-PDAAm and (PDMAc-b-PDAAm)2 series and the triarm star (PDMAc-b-PDAAm)3 

block copolymer were compared. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Synthesis of the RAFT agents  

Monofunctional, bifunctional and trifunctional RAFT agents were synthesized according to the 

strategy displayed in Scheme S1 (see SI), starting from the same carboxylic acid functional 

RAFT agent (CTA-0), which was obtained by a procedure adapted from O’Reilly et al.[46] By 

using our conditions, CTA-0 was conveniently obtained in good yield (91%) (see SI) which is 

significantly higher than the one previously reported using other conditions (29%).[47] The 

corresponding ester, CTA-1 (Scheme 1a), was obtained by esterification reaction of CTA-0 

with an excess of ethanol in presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate (APTS) as 

catalyst. CTA-2 and 3 (Scheme 1a) were prepared in reasonable yields by reaction of CTA-0 

with 1,6-hexanediol and 1,1,1-tris(hydroxymethyl)propane respectively (procedure adapted 

from Paek et al.[48]). The analytical data for the RAFT agents were consistent with the proposed 

structures (see SI, Figure S1, S2, S3 and S4). 

 

2.2. Poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) macro-RAFT agents, PDMAc-CTA-1, PDMAc-CTA-

2 and PDMAc-CTA-3 

The three new RAFT agents (CTA-1, CTA-2, CTA-3, Scheme 1a) with one, two or tri reactive 

trithiocarbonate (TTC) groups were subsequently used for the synthesis of different poly(N,N-

dimethylacrylamide) macromolecular RAFT agents (PDMAc macro-CTAs) (Scheme 1b). 

According to previously established protocols,[49] the polymerizations of DMAc were 

conducted in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at 70 °C.  
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Scheme 1. (a) Structures of the three new RAFT agents used in this work. (b) Reaction scheme 

for the synthesis of PDMAc macro-RAFT agents and their subsequent chain extension with 

DAAm to produce of (PDMAcx-b-PDAAmy)z block copolymers via aqueous RAFT dispersion 

polymerization. 

 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analyses showed that polymers with low molar mass 

dispersity were formed with the three types of CTAs (see Table S1), and generally, the number-

average molar masses determined by 1H-NMR, Mn,RMN, (Table S1) were in good agreement 

with the theoretical values indicating that the number of chains was governed by the RAFT 

agent concentration; all analytical methods provided evidence for a controlled radical 

polymerization. As an example (shown in Table S1 and Figure S5A), the polymerization in 

presence of the trifunctional trithiocarbonate RAFT agent, CTA-3 proceeded rapidly and a 

relatively high monomer conversion (68%) was reached after only 90 min (Table S1, 

Experiment P4). Moreover, RAFT polymerization exhibited pseudo-first order kinetics with a 

very short induction period (about 10 min) (Figure S5A). SEC studies confirmed that the 

homopolymerization of DMAc was controlled as the growing polymer exhibited a linear 

increase of Mn with monomer conversion and dispersity (Ð) below 1.2 (Figure S5B, Table S1). 

Throughout the polymerization, SEC traces remained narrow and symmetrical in shape (Figure 
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S6). Note that the trifunctional CTA structure - through the position of the R- and Z-groups - 

gives rise to a convergent polymerization mechanism, also called core-first technique via Z-

group approach[38] for star polymers. This approach avoids the formation of higher-molar mass 

interstar coupling products. Such byproducts were indeed not observed by SEC analysis. 

Similar results were obtained for the polymerization of DMAc in presence of the bifunctional 

RAFT agent, CTA-2 (Table S1 and Figure S7 and S8). In conclusion, monofunctional, 

bifunctional and trifunctional PDMAc macro-CTAs of different molar masses could be 

prepared in a controlled fashion (Table S1) to be used in PISA.  

 

2.3. Preparation of amphiphilic copolymer nano-objects by PISA using mono-, bi- and 

trifunctional macromolecular RAFT agents  

As shown in Scheme 1, the different macro-RAFT agents were used in the aqueous dispersion 

polymerization of diacetone acrylamide (DAAm). Note that dispersion polymerizations are 

named MX, BX and TX to indicate the use of a monofunctional (M), bifunctional (B) and 

trifunctional (T) macro-CTA respectively. x and y designate the number-average degree of 

polymerization, DPn, of the PDMAc and PDAAm segments, respectively, within one arm (see 

Scheme 1). All polymerizations were performed at quite high monomer weight percentages 

(mostly at 19-20 wt% of DAAm with respect to the total latex) and stable dispersions were 

obtained in all cases. In general, the monomer conversion increased rapidly and conversions > 

90% were reached within only 150 min (Table S2). The control over the polymer characteristics 

was investigated by SEC in DMF (+ LiBr 1g L-1). As reported in Table S2 and in Figure 1 and 

S9, independently of the macro-RAFT agent architecture used, a complete shift of the initial 

PDMAc macro-RAFT agent signals towards higher molar masses was observed, indicating the 

livingness of the polymerizations and the formation of block copolymers. Moreover, in all cases 
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dispersities Ð below 1.5 were obtained, which is comparable to the dispersities reported in the 

literature for PDMAc-b-PDAAm AB diblock copolymers obtained by PISA.[42,43,44]  

 

   

Figure 1. SEC chromatograms for block copolymers M2 (a), B3 (b) and T2 (c) (Table S2) 

prepared by dispersion polymerization of DAAm in water at 70 °C with monofunctional (P1), 

bifunctional (P2) and trifunctional (P4) macro-CTAs respectively (Table S1). 

 

The morphologies of the different block copolymer nano-objects were determined by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (or cryo-TEM) (see Table S2). It has previously been 

reported that aqueous dispersion polymerization of DAAm in the presence of monofunctional 

PDMAc-macro-RAFT agents generated all sorts of particle morphologies, notably by varying 

the respective block lengths or the monomer concentration used in the PISA process.[13,42-45] As 

complete phase diagrams have already been established for PDMAc-b-PDAAm AB diblock 

copolymers, in this work, we mainly focused on the morphological study of more complex 

PDMAc/PDAAm macromolecular architectures, (AB)2 and (AB)3. Interestingly, using bi- or 

trifunctional macro-CTAs (PDMAc-CTA-2 or 3) in similar conditions as those reported for the 

monofunctional macroRAFT, the formation of various morphologies could also be observed. 

As shown in the TEM images (Figure 2), in the presence of the bifunctional PDMAc-CTA-2 

(Experiment P2, Table S1) with an overall DPn,PDMAc = 108 and DPnPDMAc / arm = x = 54, the 

particle morphology could be tuned from spheres to worms to vesicles by progressively 

increasing the molar mass of the PDAAm block (for DPn,PDAAm / arm = y = 27, 92 and 127, 

RI

Vel. (mL)

PDMAc-CTA-1 (P1)
Mn,SEC = 8.9 kg mol-1

Ð = 1.16

PDMAc-b-PDAAm-CTA-1 (M2)
Mn,SEC = 45.5 kg mol-1 / Ð = 1.31

(a)

RI

Vel. (mL)

PDMAc-CTA-2 (P2)
Mn,SEC = 7.9 kg mol-1

Ð = 1.18

PDMAc-b-PDAAm-CTA-2 (B3)
Mn,SEC = 47.0 kg mol-1 / Ð = 1.34

(b)

RI

Vel. (mL)

PDMAc-CTA-3 (P4)
Mn,SEC = 9.2 kg mol-1

Ð = 1.12

PDMAc-b-PDAAm-CTA-3 (T2)
Mn,SEC = 48.0 kg mol-1 / Ð = 1.21

(c)
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Experiment B1, B2 and B3, Table S2). However, as expected,[44] using a very long PDMAc 

stabilizer (overall DPn,PDMAc = 169, DPn,PDMAc / arm = x = 85) inhibited the formation of high 

order morphologies at comparable PDAAm block length (compare Experiment B3 and B4).  

 

(a) B1 (y = 27) (b) B2 (y = 92) (c) B3 (y = 127) (d) B4 (y = 128) 

    

(e) B2bis (y = 92) (f) T1 (y = 61) (g) T3 (y = 138) (h) T6 (y = 130) 

    

Figure 2. Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (PDMAc54-b-

PDAAmy)2 (AB)2 copolymer nano-objects prepared at room temperature (RT): (a) y = 27 (cryo-

TEM); (b) y = 92 (cryo-TEM) and (c) y = 127 (Experiment B1, B2 and B3 in Table S2). (d) 

TEM image prepared at RT of (PDMAc85-b-PDAAm128)2 nano-objects (Experiment B4, Table 

S2). (e) CryoTEM image prepared at 60 °C of (PDMAc49-b-PDAAm92)2 nano-objects 

(Experiment B2bis, Table S2). TEM images of (PDMAc36 or 38-b-PDAAmy)3 (AB)3 star 

copolymer nano-objects prepared at RT: (f) y = 61 (cryo-TEM) and (g) y = 138 (Experiment 

T1 and T3 in Table S2). (h) TEM image of (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm130)3 (Experiment T6, Table 

S2) prepared at RT. 
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Interestingly, the (AB)2 nano-objects underwent temperature-induced morphological 

transitions (TIMT). For instance, for the triblock copolymer (PDMAc49-b-PDAAm92)2, short 

worms were observed by TEM when the sample was prepared at 5 °C (Figure S10), whereas 

multilamellar vesicles were imaged for the sample prepared at 60 °C (Figure 2e). Such TIMT 

has already been reported for PDMAc-b-PDAAm AB diblock copolymers,[42,44] but also for 

other types of diblock polymers prepared by aqueous dispersion polymerization in a PISA 

process.[9,50] It was explained by the lower degree of hydration of the core-forming polymer 

block at higher temperature, which decreases the effective volume of the stabilizer block and 

hence increases the packing parameter p. 

 

In presence of the shortest trifunctional PDMAc macro-CTA-3 with an overall DPn ~ 110 (and 

DPn,PDMAc / arm = x ~  37, P4 and P5a in Table S1), short wormlike micelles were produced 

when relatively short PDAAm blocks were synthesized (DPn,PDAAm / arm = y = 61, T1 in Table 

S2, Figure 2f). Similarly to the linear triblock copolymers, increasing the hydrophobic volume 

through the increase of the hydrophobic block length resulted in the production of vesicles 

(Experiment T2 and T3 in Table S2, Figure S11 and 2g). Again, the formation of such higher 

order morphologies was inhibited when the overall DPn of the stabilizer PDMAc was increased 

(T6, overall DPn,PDMAc = 163, DPn,PDMAc / arm = x = 54) while maintaining a similar DPn for 

the PDAAm block (DPn,PDAAm / arm  = y = 130): only spheres were observed (compare T3 and 

T6 in Table S2, Figure 2h). 

Similar to standard AB diblock copolymers,[42-45] the morphology of (AB)2 and (AB)3 

copolymers can thus be qualitatively described by the so-called packing parameter p which 

predicts that the morphology obtained by amphiphilic block copolymers is dictated by the 

respective volume fractions of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments. Therefore, for a 

constant hydrophilic block length in a given copolymer system, the structure evolves from 
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spherical micelles into worms and vesicles as the block length of the hydrophobic block is 

increased. The cartoon in Figure S12 proposes how AB, (AB)2 and (AB)3 block copolymers 

might be packed into the different morphologies.  

We suppose that, independently of the macromolecular architecture (linear and star-shaped 

structures), a too long stabilizer block inhibits particle fusion – a prerequisite for the formation 

of higher order structures[51] and therefore the formation of higher order structures. 

Consequently only kinetically trapped spherical morphologies are obtained. It should be added 

that the diameter of the spherical particles - determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) - 

was always in the range of 25-75 nm and increased with DPn,PDAAm. The initial monomer / 

RAFT agent molar ratio, which determines the length of the hydrophobic block in a controlled 

radical RAFT polymerization system, clearly has a significant impact on the particle size 

(compare T4 to T6 for example in Table S3).[52,53,54] 

 

 

2.4. Influence of the macromolecular architecture on morphologies obtained by PISA  

In order to illustrate the effect of the macro-CTA architecture on the PISA morphologies, we 

firstly compared results obtained from amphiphilic copolymer with the same “arm” length 

(x+y), i.e. AxBy, (AxBy)2 and (AxBy)3. As mentioned in the introduction, PDMAcx-b-PDAAmy 

diblock copolymers have already been extensively studied in PISA and quite complete phase 

diagrams have been established. Table S3 displays the results obtained by Armes et al.[44] with 

PDMAc-b-PDAAm diblock copolymers (AB) and those obtained in this work with our (AB)2 

linear triblock copolymer and triarm (AB)3 star copolymers prepared in comparable 

polymerization conditions (at 70 °C, comparable solids content, same initiating system). 

Comparing the linear AB diblock and (AB)2 triblock copolymers at the same respective length 

of the arms (same x and same y), similar morphologies were obtained even though symmetrical 
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(AB)2 copolymers might promote the production of nano-objects with high-order morphology: 

a mixture of spherical micelles and worms was obtained with a PDMAc58-b-PDAAm91 diblock 

copolymer (Experiment M3, Table S3), while mainly worms were observed with a (PDMAc54-

b-PDAAm92)2 (Experiment B2, Figure 2, Table S3). Similarly, a mixture of worms and vesicles 

was obtained for AB diblock PDMAc58-b-PDAAm126, while a majority of vesicles was clearly 

observed for (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm127)2 (Experiment M4 and B3, Table S3). On the other hand, 

comparison with the star shaped (AB)3 copolymers revealed that only spheres were produced 

with the trifunctional macro-CTA possessing arms of equivalent DPn / arm (x = 54). Indeed, 

(PDMAc54-b-PDAAm87)3 and (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm130)3 triarm copolymers (T5 and T6 in 

Table S3) assembled into spherical micelles unlike their mono- or bifunctional counterparts. In 

this case, the hydrophilic part seems too large to promote nano-objects with high-order 

morphologies despite a long hydrophobic block and similar x/y ratio. By decreasing the length 

of the hydrophilic block x (from 54 to about 38), vesicles could be formed from the star-shaped 

(AB)3 for a DPn of the hydrophobic PDAAm block (y) about 100, while linear AB diblock 

copolymers (PDMAc40-b-PDAAm99) self-assembled into worms (compare T2 and M5 in Table 

S3). 

 

When we compared copolymers on the basis of their total DPn of PDMAc (xz) and DPn of 

PDAAm (yz), i.e. comparable x/y ratio (Table 1), we observed that the morphologies obtained 

for comparable linear (AB)2 and star shaped (AB)3 copolymers were very close. Indeed, short 

worms were mainly observed with (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm92)2 and (PDMAc36-b-PDAAm61)3 

(compare B2 and T1 in Figures 2b and 2f), while vesicles were mainly observed with 

(PDMAc54-b-PDAAm127)2 and (PDMAc38-b-PDAAm96)3 (compare B3 and T2 in Figure 2c and 

S11). However, only spheres were produced in the synthesis of their AB diblock copolymer 

counterparts (see Experiment M1 and M2, Table 1 and Figure S13). As explained above and 
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in accordance with the literature,[44] the hydrophilic segment is too large to allow the formation 

of non-spherical micelles. The same observation was made for the linear (AB)2 and star 

structures (AB)3 : when the overall DPn,PDMAc was increased  from  ~ 110 to ~ 165 and by 

targeting an overall DPn of about 280 for the hydrophobic block, only spheres are also obtained 

(B4 and T5, Table 1 and Figure S14).  

 

Table 1. Comparison of (PDMAcx-b-PDAAmy)z morphologies exhibiting similar total DPn of 

A (xz) and DPn of B (yz) (and similar x/y ratios).  

Expt.a) 
Composition 

of (AB)z 
z 

(AxBy)z 

xz 
yz 

x/y 

ratio 

τb) 

[%] 

Assigned 

Morphologyc) 

Dz
DLS 

[nm]/ 

σd) 

M1 PDMAc110-b-PDAAm177 1 110 177 0.62 19.6 S 
69/ 

0.14 

B2 (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm92)2 2 108 184 0.59 
19.5 

 

sW 

(+ few S) 

212/ 

0.24 

T1 (PDMAc36-b-PDAAm61)3 3 108 184 0.59 
19.5 

 

sW 

(+ few S) 

67/ 

0.20 

M2 PDMAc110-b-PDAAm264 1 110 264 0.42 19.0 S 
73/ 

0.23 

B3 (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm127)2 2 108 253 0.43 
19.3 

 

V 

(+ W) 

289/ 

0.38 

T2 (PDMAc38-b-PDAAm96)3 3 115 290 0.40 
19.9 

 
V 

860/ 

0.16 

B4 (PDMAc85-b-PDAAm128)2 2 169 255 0.66 19.7 S 
56/ 

0.07 

T5 (PDMAc54-b-PDAAm87)3 3 163 260 0.63 19.6 S 
33/ 

0.10 

d) For details refer to Table S2; b) τ = m0(DAAm) / m0(total); c)Determined by TEM studies of 

0.1 wt% aqueous dispersion or cryo-TEM studies of 3 wt% aqueous dispersion. S = sphere, W 

= worms, sW = short worms, V = vesicles; d)Dz is the Z-average particle diameter and σ the 

dispersity factor derived from dynamic light scattering. 
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3. Conclusions 

In this study we investigated the influence of the macro-RAFT agent macromolecular 

architecture on PISA performed under aqueous dispersion conditions. Three novel RAFT 

agents of increasing complexity have been synthesized and used in the solution polymerization 

of DMAc to prepare mono-, bi- and trifunctional macro-RAFT agents. Independently of the 

RAFT agent architecture, the solution polymerizations were well controlled. The PDMAc-

macro-CTA were then successfully tested in the aqueous dispersion polymerization of DAAm 

to form three types of amphiphilic PDMAc (A) / PDAAm (B) block copolymers: linear AB and 

(AB)2 copolymers or triam star shaped (AB)3 copolymers. The latter architecture was 

synthesized for the first time by PISA. High blocking efficiency and good polymerization 

control was observed for all series, although the more complex architectures yielded slightly 

higher molar mass dispersities. According to the PISA approach, the block copolymers self-

assembled into particles. Depending on the length of the blocks, various morphologies were 

produced. The influence of the macro-CTA architecture on the morphology was studied by 

comparing amphiphilic AB diblock, (AB)2 triblock and triarm star shaped (AB)3 copolymers. 

Using the bi- or trifunctional macro-CTA, higher order morphologies (worms, vesicles) could 

be produced as long as the hydrophilic part was not too large, similar to what has been reported 

before for monofunctional macro-CTAs.[44] By comparing copolymers with the same AB 

“arm(s)” (same chemical nature and the same respective length of the blocks produced at the 

same solids content), similar morphologies were obtained for amphiphilic AB and (AB)2, while 

only spheres were obtained with the triarm (AB)3 copolymers. The overall Mn of the PDMAc 

and the PDAAm segments at a comparable Mn(PDMAc) / Mn(PDAAm) ratio, rather than the 

individual length of the arms, was found to predetermine the morphologies for the linear (AB)2 

and star shaped (AB)3 copolymers: very similar morphologies were obtained with (AB)2 and 
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(AB)3 copolymer with similar overall Mn and A/B molar mass ratio. Currently, our work is 

directed towards the study of other complex RAFT agent structures in the use of PISA.   
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